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EasyClus description in short
EasyClus© software
EasyClus© software (Thomas Rutten Projects, Middelburg, The Netherlands) has many tools to
organize, cluster and handle flow cytometric data especially for the CytoSense or -Sub (but for other
types of instruments too) and uses the Matlab® environment.
EasyClus LIVE© is especially made for CytoSense or-Sub instruments (CytoBuoy BV, Woerden, The
Netherlands) for the online monitoring, data processing and upload to the internet
(www.phytoplanktonlive.com) of several types of analysis results and the analysis performance.
Processing of flowcytometric data by EasyClus has many options, a summary:
A. Total concentrations of particles and/or phytoplankton as a function of time
B. Size distribution of particles and/or phytoplankton as a function of time
C. Unsupervised clustering combined with database matching
C1. GO-method
C2. DESIGN 1 method
C2. DESIGN 2 method
D. Supervised clustering combined with database matching
D1. LASSO method
D2. FIXED cell method
D3. RULES method
E. Several bioindicators calculations based on clustering results
F. Trend analyses methods
G. Specific species (LIVE) monitoring
H. Other features: database handling options, beads analysis, control & check analysis and
instrument performance, normalization towards beads, automatic peak shaping of flattened
(saturated) peaks, add & date-time synchronize data tools, plot results in Google maps plots.
Short explanation:
A. Total concentrations of particles and/or phytoplankton as a function of time
The total number of counts of particles or phytoplankton per volume, the total biomass
expressed as the total Sideward or Forward light Scatter or Red Fluorescence (chlorophyll of
phytoplankton) per volume, the Orange Fluorescence (phycoerythrin-cyanin) per volume can be
calculated and plotted as a function of time of space.
B. Size distribution of particles and/or phytoplankton as a function of time
As above, but the contribution is represented as cumulated bars according to self-chosen particle
length fractions.
C. Unsupervised clustering combined with database matching.
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D.

E.

F.

G.
H.

Unsupervised means that data is clustered without pretrained data. Database matching is done
as a second step after clustering using a predefined database, which matches clusters with
species within this database.
C1. GO-method : Data is clustered on basis of principal component analysis. The two main
principal components are used to process scatterplots in the background. Data clusters are
identified in this scatter plot. Each identified cluster is clustered again by new calculated principal
components until this cluster is not separated into two new clusters.
C2. DESIGN 1 method : Data is clustered on basis of a combination of given scatter plots, the
density distribution of data within the scatterplots and the similarity of data events in all
dimensions with each other. Particles with high mutual similarity are merged together as a
cluster. The degree of ‘cluster resolution’ and ‘high similarity’ can be set by the user in the
software.
C2. DESIGN 2 method : Almost similar to DESIGN 1, but different what happens with single
events, which falls just outside clusters. In DESIGN 1 these single events form single event
clusters. In DESIGN 2 single events are assigned to the best matching cluster afterwards, resulting
in a lower number of total clusters.
Supervised clustering combined with database matching
Supervised means that data is clustered with pretrained data.
D1. LASSO method : Clustering of data takes place on basis of the cluster data borders of many
automatic (smart) chosen scatterplot combinations, which are stored as lasso’s or selections sets
in EasyClus. These lasso’s of interest are defined and stored by the user.
D2. FIXED cell method : This rather confusing name (fixed cell) has nothing to do with fixing
phytoplankton cells. The name FIXED cells stands for the distribution of data in the
multidimensional space. Each part (cell) in the multidimensional space can be predefined by the
user, so each data event will be assigned to one of the multidimensional cells. All data is
clustered according these cells and each cell forms a unique cluster.
D3. RULES method : Clustering is based on rules, which are produced on basis of stored events of
species in a database. These rules are defined to obtain the best discrimination of the species in
the database.
Several bioindicators calculations based on clustering results
The Shannon-Wiener, the Simpson, as well as a clusters dominance index (Rutten index) are
calculated on basis of clusters or species found by above described cluster methods. An amoeba
indicator (polygon of several variables) is calculated as an overall status description variable.
Trend analyses methods
Trend analysis is useful for LIVE monitoring as an indicator to what degree a water system
changes between subsequent samples. Several methods are available based on the (dis)similarity
between scatterplots or outliers recognition of self-chosen variables.
Specific species (LIVE) monitoring
The monitoring of specific (e.g. harmful) species can be monitored in the LIVE modus.
Other features: Beads are used to check the stability of the instrument and analysis. EasyClus has
a tool to automatically detect beads in the data and put the beads results in calibration charts.
Database handling options is used to add species to, rename species in or remove species in an
existing database. Diverse checks are done to control and check the analysis and instrumental
performance (e.g. particle rate in relation to coincidence). The analysis and instrumental
variation can be used to normalize data against beads using the normalization towards beads
tool. An automatic peak shaping of flattened (saturated) peaks tool can be used to recalculate
the flattened peak shape as well as the shape variables. A tool is provided to synchronize (date
and time) and merge EasyClus data results with other data (e.g. Ferrybox) using (linear)
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interpolation or the closest time criterium. A Google maps plot tool is available, which enables
the plotting of results (color change as a function of value) as locations projected in a map.

Example
We have a raw natural sample analyzed by a CytoSense. This sample was not pretreated, preserved
or filtered, but just a raw sample directly sampled from the field.
-

28484 particles have been measured ranging from 0.1 to 1000 µm in diameter. The analysis
volume was 2.4 ml, the analysis time took about 10 minutes.
The concentration was 11957 particles counts ml-1.
We have light scatter (volume-length-morphological) information of each single particle as a
function of particle length.
We have fluorescence (red-orange-yellow) information of each single particle as a function of
particle length.
• Red Fluorescence : several Chlorophyll-types
• Orange Fluorescence : Phycobiliprotein pigments (phycoerythrin, phycocyanin)

We start by clustering the data, just on basis of the derived variables from the optical signals of the
particles. To be clear, we don’t have a database yet, but we will build this quite easily. We find 62
clusters (figure 1) and we have images in each cluster (visualized in figure 2)
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Figure 1 : Clusters of particles with similar optical characteristics

Figure 2 : Visualization of images within clusters
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Figure 3 : Visualization of images and their (logarithmic) signal profiles (blue=FWS, green=SWS,
Red=FLR, Or.=FLO, Yellow=FLY) or without images.
We store clustered results in a database : That is signals, derived values from signals and the images.
It takes less than 5 seconds to do that in this example for the shown images.
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Editing a database
The above saved database does not contain species names yet. We can give the right taxonomic
names in the database editor, as well as the option to correct for mismatches within the clusters. The
latter can happen if species are close together as a cluster in the scatterplot (figure 1), because not
all signal information is used.
Editing is done in the database editor (figure 4).

Figure 4 : Editing species in the database

Clustering by using a database
Clustering can be done on basis of the database (= library). Assigned species in the database is used
to cluster and classify particles in samples by using the derived values of particle signals and their
ratios.
Let’s have a look at only larger species. We fill a new the database with about 100 images of larger
species only (in this example): Chaetoceros, Oocystis, Proboscia, Thallasiosira, small flagellates,
unknownSpeciesA, unknownSpeciesC
We recluster the same sample by using this database/library : The result show the found species
matching the database criteria (figure 5) and as a control check the found images within the cluster
(figure 6).
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Figure 5 : Found clusters and species after database matching. The grey symbols are
not assigned particles such as small particles and debris, which were not
added to the database.

Figure 6 : Check of images assigned to species names after database clustering (colored rows are
recognized particles, lowest row are not recognized particles = small particles or debris)
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The database/library was filled with 100 images based on the first sample only, but three more
analyses have been performed on the same sample each 15 minutes (triplicates) after each other.
Is the database also suitable for recognizing these species in other sample although only 100 images
of the first analysis are used?
The answer is yes. Below the counts ml-1 and FL Red ml-1 (chlorophyll-fluorescence) found in the first
sample as well as the triplicates. The triplicates show quite similar results, however it is quite obvious
that this can be improved by adding more particles to the database to overcome the biological
spread of particles.

Figure 7 :

Counts ml-1 and Red Fluorescence ml-1 found in four subsequent samples and only
trained on basis of the first sample

Another Example
We can explore our data of the sample as a function of particle size fractions. The contribution of
counts ml-1 and red fluorescence ml-1 in each size fraction are visualized (figure 8 & 9).

Figure 8 : Counts ml-1 per size fraction

Figure 9 : Red fluorescence ml-1 per size fraction
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